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NEW QUESTION: 1
Why would users be prompted for credentials when accessing the
Enterprise Vault Office Mail App?
A. the Enterprise Vault server needs to be listed in the Local
Intranet Sites
B. OfficeMailApp.aspx on the Enterprise Vault server needs to
be signed with the Vault Service Account in IIS
C. HTTPS is unconfigured at the Site level in the Vault Admin
Console
D. HTTPS is unconfigured on the Enterprise Vault server with a
suitable certificate
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have an Azure subscription named Subscription1 that
contains the resources shown in the following table.
You create virtual machines in Subscription1 as shown in the
following table.
You plan to use Vault1 for the backup of as many virtual
machines as possible.
Which virtual machines can be backed up to Vault1?
A. VM3 and VMC only
B. VM1, VM3, VMA, and VMC only
C. VM1, VM2, VM3, VMA, VMB, and VMC
D. VM1 only
E. VM1 and VM3 only
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
To create a vault to protect virtual machines, the vault must
be in the same region as the virtual machines. If you have
virtual machines in several regions, create a Recovery Services
vault in each region.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/bs-cyrl-ba/azure/backup/backup-creat
e-rs-vault

NEW QUESTION: 3
You plan to submit a quotation to a prospect to sell them
equipment.
The selling prices that you list on the quotation must generate
a contribution ratio of at least30 percent.
You need to create the sales quotation.
Which sales quotation option should you use?
A. find prices
B. price simulation
C. multiline discount
D. total discount
Answer: B
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